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Abstract A concurrent Abstract State Machine (ASM) is a family of agents each equipped
with a sequentialASM to execute.Wedefine the semantics of concurrentASMsby concurrent
ASM runs which overcome the problems of Gurevich’s distributed ASM runs and generalize
Lamport’s sequentially consistent runs. A postulate characterizing an intuitive understanding
of concurrency is formulated. It allows us to state and prove an extension of the sequential
ASM thesis to a concurrent ASM thesis.
1 Introduction
There are numerous models of concurrency in the literature or implemented in current
hardware/software systems and underlying distributed algorithms, specification and pro-
gramming languages. To cite only a few examples with a rich scientific literature: distributed
algorithms [45], process algebras [36,48,49,55], actor models [3,35], trace theory [46,47]
(see [66] for a survey), Petri nets [33,50,51], etc.
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Abstract State Machines (ASMs) have been used since their discovery in the 1990s to
model sequential and concurrent systems (see [20, Ch. 6, 9] for references), the latter ones
based upon various definitions of concurrent ASM runs which eventually were superseded by
the definition in [28] of so-called distributed ASM runs as a certain class of partially ordered
runs. It turned out, however, that the elegance of this definition has a high price, namely to
be too restrictive and thereby impractical. The theory counterpart of this experience is that
until today for this notion of distributed ASM runs no extension of the so-called sequential
ASM thesis is known.
The ASM thesis was first stated in [26,27] as project idea for a generalization of Turing’s
thesis—years before the definition of ASMs in [28]—and has been eventually proved in [29]
for sequential ASMs from three natural postulates. This proof confirmed the experiencemade
meanwhile (see [15, 20, Ch. 9] for a survey) that ASMs allow one to faithfully model at any
level of abstraction sequential systems found in practice (‘ground model’ concern [17]) and
to provide a basis for the practitioner to rigorously analyze and reliably refine such models
to their implementations (correct refinement concern [16]). A considerable research effort
has been devoted to extend this sequential ASM thesis to other computational concepts,
in particular to parallel machines [7,11], to machines which interact with the environment
during a step [8–10] (for one more variation see [12,13]), to quantum algorithms [25] and to
database systems [56–58,60,64]. But up to now no postulates have been found from which
a thesis for truly concurrent ASMs can be proven.
For our attempt to extend the sequential ASM thesis to concurrency we assume a common
understanding of what are mono-agent (so-called sequential, whether deterministic or non-
deterministic) systems or algorithms—an assumption that is justified by over 50 years of
experience with von Neumann architecture based computing devices and also by Gurevich’s
proof of the sequential ASM thesis from three natural postulates [29]. On this ground we
consider a distributed system as being composed of a collection of sequential processes,
which is also in accordance with a widely held view in the literature (see e.g. [39, pg. 558]).
We start from the intuitive understanding of concurrency as dealing with computations of
multiple autonomous agents which
• execute each a sequential process,
• run asynchronously, each with its own clock,
• interact with (and know of) each other only via reading/writing values of designated
locations.
In accordance with usual practice and the corresponding classification of locations intro-
duced into the ASM framework in [20, Sect. 2.2.3] we deal with such designated locations
as input/output or shared locations. As a consequence the interaction concept we intend to
capture includes both synchronous and asynchronous message passing mechanisms: send-
ing/receiving appears as writing/reading messages to/from shared or mailbox like locations;
see for example the shared channel and data variables in CommunicatingAction Systems [52]
or the input pool in the ASMmodel [18, Sect. 4.2] for communication in the Subject-Oriented
Business Process Modeling (S-BPM) approach [23]. This understanding of concurrent runs
as sequences of discrete snapshots of when agents of asynchronously running autonomous
sequential computations interact (namely by reading or writing values of input/output or
shared locations) can be expressed more precisely by the following epistemological postu-
late:
• Concurrency Postulate A concurrent process or algorithm is given by a finite set A of
pairs (a, alg(a)) of agents a which are equipped each with a sequential process alg(a)
to execute. In a concurrent A-run started in some initial state S0, each interaction state
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Sn (n ≥ 0) where some agents (say those of some finite set An of agents) interact with
each other yields a next state Sn+1 by the moves of all agents a ∈ An which happen to
simultaneously complete the execution of their current alg(a)-step they had started in
some preceding state S j ( j ≤ n depending on a).
When an agent starts one of its steps, it interacts with other agents in a given state S j by
reading the current values of all its input or shared locations in this state. This means that the
interaction is with those agents that can write and may have written in some previous state
the current values of these locations. When an agent completes its current step it interacts
again with other agents in a given state Sn , this time by writing back values to its output or
shared locations, thus contributing to form the next concurrent run state Sn+1. It means that
the interaction is with those agents that also contribute to form the next state Sn+1 by their
own simultaneous write backs in state Sn . This interpretation of the notion of ‘interaction’
assumes that the reads andwrites a process performs in a step on shared locations are executed
atomically at the beginning respectively at the end of the step. Other interpretations are
possible but not considered here, as we explain in Sect. 3.
The sequential ASM thesis allows one to consider every sequential process (algorithm)
as given by a sequential ASM that is executed by a single agent. Sequential ASMs come
with a comprehensive notion of state and how states change by sequences of steps (moves
of a single agent), a notion underlying also other rigorous approaches for the development
of discrete systems, notably the (Event-) B [1,2] and the TLA [42] methods. The question
then is how computations of single agents interact with each other in concurrent (not only
interleaved) runs. We were surprised to eventually find out that a simple conservative exten-
sion of sequential to concurrent ASM runs allows one to extend Gurevich’s proof of the
sequential ASM thesis to a concurrent ASM thesis (Sect. 4) with respect to the above stated
Concurrency Postulate, which seems to comprise a large class of concurrent computations.
In this paperwe define concurrentASMruns in away that preserves the parallel state-based
ASM computation model at the level of single autonomous agents (Sect. 3). To motivate the
definition we explain in Sect. 2 why distributed ASM runs as defined in [28] are too restrictive
as a concept of concurrent ASM runs. We also show how Lamport’s concept of sequential
consistency [40] can be generalized to ASMs in a way that sets the stage for our definition of
concurrent ASM runs in Sect. 3. Section 5 contains concluding remarks. In an “Appendix”
we illustrate concurrent ASM runs by explaining the relation of this concept to Lamport’s
space-time view of distributed systems (“Appendix 2”) and to various notions of Petri net
runs (“Appendix 3”).
We assume the reader to have some basic knowledge of ASMs, covering the definitions—
provided 20 years ago in [28] and appearing in textbook form in [20, Sect. 2.2/4]—for what
are ASMs (i.e. their transition rules) and how their execution in given environments performs
state changes by applying sets of updates to locations. For the discussion and proof of the
Concurrent ASMThesis in Sect. 4 we additionally assume some knowledge of the Sequential
ASM Thesis (explained and proved 15 years ago in [29], see also the simplification of the
proof in the AsmBook [20, Sect. 7.2]). Nevertheless at places where some technical details
about ASMs need to be referred to we briefly describe their notation and their meaning
so that the paper can be understood also by a more general audience of readers who view
ASMs as a semantically well-founded form of pseudo-code that performs computations over
arbitrary structures. For the “Appendix” we assume knowledge of Lamport’s space-time
view of distributed systems (defined in the influential paper [39]) and knowledge of the basic
definition of Petri nets [6,50].
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2 Distributed and sequentially consistent runs
In this section we set the stage for the definition in Sect. 3 by an analysis of Gurevich’s
definition of distributed ASM runs [28] and Lamport’s concept of sequentially consistent
runs [40].
2.1 Gurevich’s distributed ASM runs
In [28] Gurevich defined distributed ASM runs as particular partial orderings of single moves
of agents a from a family of pairwise different agents, each executing a sequential asm(a);
where not relevant we do not mention the signature and the set of initial states each ASM
comes with. The partial order approach to concurrency tries to focus on what are called
‘causal’ dependencies (which require a sequential ordering) of single moves, eliminating
any non-essential ordering among them. Gurevich’s definition tried to enrich a mere control
flow analysis (on ‘which transitions fired and in which order’) by including possible data
dependencies, as offered by the general notion of state underlying ASMs. However, the
definition uses an axiomatic concept of global state which turned out to be too restrictive
to represent plausible concurrent computations. In the ASM community this is folklore
knowledge; we use it in this section to motivate why a definition is needed which supports
computing practice. Before doing this we review Gurevich’s definition.
Definition 1 (Gurevich) Let a set of agents a be given which execute each an ASM asm(a)
(that is also called the rule or program of a). A distributed ASM run is a partially ordered
set (M,≤) of moves m of these agents—a move of a is the application of its rule asm(a)
in the current state—coming with an initial segment function σ that satisfies the following
conditions:
finite history: each move has only finitely many predecessors, i.e. {m′ ∈ M | m′ ≤ m} is
finite for each m ∈ M ,
sequentiality of agents: for each agent a the set of its moves is linearly ordered, i.e.
agent (m) = agent (m′) implies m ≤ m′ or m′ ≤ m, where agent (m) denotes the agent
which executes move m,
coherence: each finite initial segment (downward closed subset) I of (M,≤) has an
associated state σ(I )—interpreted as the result of all moves in I with m executed before
m′ if m ≤ m′—which for every maximal element m ∈ I is the result of applying move m
in state σ(I − {m}).
Distributed ASM runs clearly extend purely-sequential ASM runs; in fact each sequence
of moves of a totally ordered set of moves (e.g. moves of a single-agent ASM) represents a
distributed ASM run.
From the logical point of view the definition is perfect, because it implies as immediate
corollary two well-known properties of distributed ASM runs one would like to have for any
concurrent computation:
• Linearization Lemma for distributed ASM runs. Let I be a finite initial segment of a
distributed ASM run. All linearizations of I yield runs with the same final state.
• Unique Result Lemma. Two distributed ASM runs with same partially ordered moves
and same initial state σ(∅) = σ ′(∅) yield for every finite initial segment I the same
associated state σ(I ) = σ ′(I ).
Proof. For the linearization lemma let (xi )i<n be any linearization of I . Let S0 = σ(∅) and
Si+1 be obtained from Si by a move of agent (xi ). By induction on k ≤ n one can show that
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Sk = σ({xi | i < k}) which implies Sn = σ(I ). This proof immediately implies also the
unique result lemma.
We illustrate the definition by two simple examples taken from Robert Stärk’s lectures on
ASMs at ETH Zürich in 2004.
Consider two agents a, b with the same ASM f := 1 and initial state σ(∅) where f (a) =
f (b) = 0. Let x be amove of a and y amove of b. The induced partial order is {(x, x), (y, y)}
with initial segments ∅, {x}, {y}, {x, y}, illustrated as follows:
f (a) = 0 ∧ f (b) = 0
∅
↙ ↘
f (a) = 1 ∧ f (b) = 0 {x} {y} f (a) = 0 ∧ f (b) = 1
↘ ↙
{x, y}
f (a) = 1 ∧ f (b) = 1







if owner(resource) = none then owner(resource) := self
Release(resource) =
if owner(resource) = self then owner(resource) := none
The characterizing requirement for mutual exclusion protocols is usually guaranteed by a
selection mechanism to choose among interested processes, those which in a given moment
simultaneously want to Grab(resource). To resolve the conflict requires an ‘atomic’ com-
bination of reading and writing the location owner(resource). For the MutualExclusion
ASM defined above the property holds in every distributed ASM run; there is no need of
further scheduling, because Gurevich’s coherence condition already enforces the exclu-
sive resource access. In fact it is not difficult to show the following regular behavior of
MutualExclusion in its distributed ASM runs.
MutualExclusion Lemma. Let a multi-agent ASM be given, which includes some
agents with programMutualExclusion. In each of its distributedASM runs M which starts
in (say) a state σ(∅) where nobody owns the disputed resource (i.e. owner(resource) =
none), there is a sequence m0, m1, . . . of MutualExclusion moves in M (if any) s.t.:
• m0 is the least MutualExclusion move in M and mi < mi+1 (monotonicity),
• m2i /m2i+1 are Grab/Release moves of a same agent (m2i ),
• M contains no MutualExclusion move between m2i and m2i+1 and between m2i+1
and m2i+2,
• all MutualExclusion moves m in M are ordered wrt mi , i.e. for each i holds m ≤
mi ∨ mi < m.
Proof. By induction on i (using the linearization lemma) starting with a minimal
MutualExclusion move m0 which due to the assumption on the initial state σ(∅) must be
a Grab move and furthermore satisfies m0 ≤ m for all other MutualExclusion moves in
the given distributed ASM run.
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Gurevich’s definition of distributed ASM runs makes it hard to construct such runs (or to
prove that they exist; for some characteristic example see [30,31]) and often such runs do
not exist. In the next section we provide an example which excludes not-purely-sequential
distributed ASM runs but has sequentially consistent runs in the sense of Lamport [40].
2.2 Lamport’s sequentially consistent runs
Lamport [40] defines for sequential processors running concurrently on a computer and
accessing a common memory the following notion of sequential consistency:
The result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all the processors were
executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual processor
appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program.
To achieve this property Lamport proposes two requirements:
• R1: ‘Each processor issues memory requests in the order specified by its program.’
• R2: ‘Memory requests from all processors issued to an individual memory module are
serviced from a single FIFO queue. Issuing a memory request consists of entering the
request on this queue.’
For processors trying simultaneously to enter requests in the queue ‘it does not matter in
which order they are serviced’.
In an e-mail (of December 3, 2011) to the first author Lamport gave a more detailed
version of this definition, clarifying the intended meaning of ‘result of any execution’:
Definition 2 (Lamport) An execution is a set of sequences of operations, one sequence per
process. An operation is a pair 〈operation, value〉, where the operation is either read or
wri te and value is the value read or written.
The execution is sequentially consistent iff there exists an interleaving of the set of
sequences into a single sequence of operations that is a legal execution of a single-processor
system, meaning that each value read is the most recently written value.
(One also needs to specify what value a read that precedes any write can obtain.)
Each such interleaving is called a witness of the sequential consistency of the execution.
Different witnesses may yield different results, i.e. values read or written, in contrast to the
above stated Unique Result Lemma for distributed ASM runs.
For later referencewecall the two involvedproperties sequentiality preservation resp.read-
freshness.
A processor (computer) is called sequentially consistent if and only if all its executions
are sequentially consistent.
2.2.1 Relation to distributed ASM runs
We show below (in terms of a generalization of sequential consistency for ASM runs) that
distributed ASM runs yield sequentially consistent ASM runs. Inversely, process executions
can be sequentially consistent without having any not-purely-sequential distributed ASM
run. This is illustrated by the following example.
Let RacyWrite be defined by two agents ai with ASM rule x := i for i = 1, 2 and
consider runs starting from initial state x = 0. Denote by mi any move of agent ai .
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• {(m1), (m2)} is a sequentially consistent RacyWrite run with two witnesses yielding
different results (namely x = 2 or x = 1, respectively):
m1; m2 and m2; m1
• There is no not-purely-sequential distributed ASM run of RacyWrite in the sense of
Gurevich where each agent makes (at least) one step. The only distributed ASM runs of
RacyWrite are purely-sequential runs.
– In fact the initial segments of an unordered set M = {m1, m2} are ∅, {m1}, {m2},
{m1, m2} and x = i holds in σ({mi }). But m1; m2 and m2; m1 are two different
linearizations of {m1, m2}.
Similarly for programs x := 1 and y := x with initial state x = y = 0 and witness
computation results x = 1 = y resp. y = 0, x = 1.
2.2.2 Sequential consistency versus relaxed memory models
Lamport’s definition supports constructing sequentially consistent runs, possibly using appro-
priate protocols which select specific witnesses. For an example of such an ASM-based
protocol definition which is tailored for an abstract form of sequential consistency (in fact
transaction) control see [19]. Lamport’s definition excludes however completely unpre-
dictable, undesirable behavior of concurrent runs. Consider for example the following IRIW
(Independent Read Independent Write) program (which was shown to the first author by
Ursula Goltz in May 2011). IRIW has four agents a1, . . . , a4 with the following respective
program (where ; as usual denotes sequential execution):
x : =1 | y : =1 | Read(x); Read(y) | Read(y); Read(x)
There is no sequentially consistent IRIW-run where (i) initially x = y = 0, (ii) each agent
makes once each possible move and (iii) eventually a3 reads x = 1, y = 0 and a4 reads
x = 0, y = 1. In fact such a run would imply that the moves are ordered as follows, where
< stands for ‘must come before’:
x := 1
< (a3, Read(x))//since a3 should read x = 1 and initially x = 0 holds
< (a3, Read(y))//by sequential order of moves of a3
< y := 1 // since a3 should read y = 0
< (a4, Read(y))//since a4 should read y = 1 and initially y = 0 holds
< (a4, Read(x))//by sequential order of moves of a4
where a4 reads 1 contradicting that a4 should read x = 0
One reviewer correctly remarked that behaviors like the one stipulated for IRIW, which
we termed as completely unpredictable and undesirable, ‘typically arise when executing such
a program on a modern multi-processor under relaxed memory semantics’. An execution of
IRIW satisfying the above stipulations (i)–(iii) is possible only if
• either the sequential execution order of the programs of agents a3 and a4 is changed, say
for some optimization purpose, or
• the memory access to read/write location values is changed from atomic to a finer grained
mechanismwhich allows some agent to read (somewhere) a location value even if another
agent is writing or has already written (somewhere) another value for that location.
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Wedonot argue against such so-called relaxedmemorymodels (and certainly not against code
optimizations) if they ‘ensure that concurrent reads and writes of shared data do not produce
inconsistent or incorrect results’ [34, Abstract]. However we insist that IF the effects of such
techniques are behaviorally relevant for the problem the programmer is asked to solve, THEN
this should be described by a precise model through which the programmer can understand,
check and justify that his code does what it is supposed to do.
2.3 Sequentially consistent ASM runs
In this section we adapt Lamport’s concept of sequentially consistent runs to ASM runs,
viewing sequential processes as described by single-agentASMs. This has two consequences:
• Each move instead of a single read/write operation becomes a set of parallel (simultane-
ously executed) read/write operations.
– More precisely, for every agent a with program asm(a), everymovem of a in a state S
consists in applying to S a set of updates computed by asm(a) in S, generating a next
state S′, usually written as S →asm(a) S′ or S →m S′. This update set contains to-be-
performedwrite operations (l, v)bywhichvaluesvwill be assigned to given locations
l; the update set is denoted by (asm(a), S) (the ‘difference’ executing an asm(a)-
step will produce between S and S′), its application by + so that S →asm(a) S′ can
also be expressed by an equation
S′ = S + (asm(a), S)
This is only an ASM formalization of Lamport’s concept; in fact Lamport makes no
assumption on the structure of what is read or written, so instead of just one it could be
a set of (possibly structred) locations.
• Between two moves of a the environment can make a move to update the input and/or
the shared locations.
– More precisely, when a makes a move in a state Sn resulting in what is called the
next internal state
S′n = Sn + (asm(a), Sn),
an ‘environment move’ leads to the next state where a canmake its next move (unless
it terminates). Using again the -notation this can be expressed by the equation
Sn+1 = S′n + (env(a), S′n).
Note that whereas (asm(a), S) is a function of the ASM rule asm(a) and the
state S, for the sake of brevity we also write (env(a), S′) though the environment
non-deterministically may bring in to state S′ updates which do not depend on S′.
To distinguish the ‘moves’ of env(a) from those of a the latter are also called internal
and the former external moves (for a). A run without environment moves is called
an internal run of a.
Single-agent ASMs which continuously interact with their environment via input (also
called monitored) locations are defined in [20, Def. 2.4.22] and called basic ASMs to
distinguish them from what Gurevich called sequential ASMs. The sequential ASM
thesis, right from the beginning conceived as a generalization of Turing’s thesis [26],
disregards monitored locations. Sequential ASM runs once started proceed executing
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without any further interactionwith the environment; in other words input for a sequential
run is givenby the initial state only, as is the case in the classical concept ofTuringmachine
runs [14]. For interacting Turing machines see [65].
To integrate these two features into a formulation of sequential consistency for ASM runs
it is helpful to make the underlying states explicit, given that each move of an ASM agent
(i.e. an agent which executes an ASM) is an application of that ASM to the given current
state. Therefore a sequence m0, m1, . . . of moves of an ASM agent a with program asm(a)
corresponds to a sequence S0, S′0, S′1, S′2, . . . of an initial state S0 and states S′i which result
from an application of asm(a) to state Si (called the execution of the i-th (internal) move mi
of a) with Si+1 resulting from S′i by the i-th external environment move. This formalizes also
the meaning of ‘result’ of moves and executions. One can speak of executions when refering
to (sets of) move sequences m0(a), m1(a), . . . of agents a and of runs when refering to the
corresponding (sets of) state sequences.
For sequentially consistent ASM executions the read-freshness property has to include
the effect of external environment moves which in sequential ASMs follow internal moves.
In other words one can allow any interleaving where between two successive moves m, m′
of any agent a, moves of other agents can be arranged in any sequentiality preserving order
as long as their execution computes the effect of the environment move between m and m′.
This is described by the following definition.
Definition 3 Let A be a set of pairs (a, asm(a)) of agents a ∈ A each equipped with a basic
ASM asm(a). Let R be an A-execution (resp. an A-run), i.e. a set of a-executions (resp.
a-runs), one for each a ∈ A.
R is called a sequentially consistent ASM execution (resp. run), if there is an interleaving
of R where for every a and n the sequence Mn,a of moves of other agents in this interleaving
between the n-th and the (n + 1)-th move of a yields the same result as the n-th environment
move in the given a-execution (resp. run).
Such an interleaving (or its corresponding sequence of states) is called a witness of the
sequentially consistent A-execution (resp.run) R.
The constraint on interleavings in this definition can be expressed formally as follows.
Denote any a-execution by a sequence m0(a), m1(a), . . . of (internal) moves of a and let
S0(a), S1(a), . . . be the corresponding a-run (ASM run of asm(a)) including the effect of
environment moves m0(env(a)), m1(env(a)), . . .. The constraint about the relation between
environment and agent moves for sequential consistency witnesses then reads as follows,
where we denote by S ⇒M S∗ that a finite number of steps of M applied to S yields S∗:
Sn(a) →mn(a) S′n(a) →mn(env(a)) Sn+1(a) implies S′n(a) ⇒Mn,a Sn+1(a)

















Sn+1(a) . . .
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then S′n(a) →e1 . . . →ek Sn+1(a)
For the comparison of sequential to concurrent ASM runs in Sect. 3 we state as a lemma
properties which directly follow from the definition of sequentially consistent ASM runs.
Lamport’s requirement quoted above that ‘One also needs to specify what value a read that
precedes any write can obtain’ has to be generalized with respect to initial ASM states. The
Single Move Property expresses the generalization of Lamport’s single read/write opera-
tions to multiple updates in single ASM steps. The Sequentiality Preservation Property is
generalized to also take the underlying state into account.
2.3.1 Characterization Lemma
LetA be a set of pairs (a, asm(a)) of agents a ∈ A with sequential asm(a) and a set of initial
a-states. Let a be the signature of asm(a), A the (assumed to be well-defined) union of
all a with a ∈ A.
1. The witnesses of sequentially consistent A-runs are the internal runs (i.e. runs without
any interaction with the environment) of the following ASM:
SeqConsExec(A) = choose a ∈ A do asm(a)
2. Each witness of a sequentially consistent A-run is a sequence S0, S1, . . . of A-states
such that the following properties hold:
• Initial State Property: for each state Si where an agent a makes its first move in the
witness, Si ↓ a (the restriction of Si to the signature of a) is an initial a-state.
• SingleMove Property: for each state Sn (except a final one) there is exactly one a ∈ A
which in this state makes its next move and yields Sn+1, i.e. such that thw following
holds:
Sn+1 ↓ a = (Sn + (asm(a), Sn)) ↓ a
//only a perfoms on a
Sn+1 ↓ (A\a) = Sn ↓ (A\a)//no updates outside a
• Sequentiality Preservation Property: for each agent a its run in the given ASM run
of A is the restriction to a of a subsequence of the witness run.
2.3.2 Remark on states
The states Sn in witnesses of a sequentially consistent A-run are not states any single agent
a can see—a sees only the restriction Sn ↓ a to its own signature—but reflect the fact that
we speak about viewing a system as concurrent, in accordance with [44, pg. 1159] where it is
pointed out that instead ‘of a distributed system, it is more accurate to speak of a distributed
view of a system.’ In other words what may be conceived as a ‘global’ state is only a way to
look at a run for the purpose of its analysis.
2.3.3 CoreASM runs
The CoreASM [21] engine implements a generalization of sequentially consistent ASM runs.
CoreASM allows one to choose in each step a finite number of agents in A to execute their
next step in parallel, instead of choosing only one as SeqConsExec does. Thus a run of A
is a (finite or infinite) sequence S0, S1, . . . of A-states such that
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• for the subset B ⊆ A of agents chosen for execution of a step in state S0 the restriction
S0 ↓ B of the state S0 (to the union of the signatures of each element b ∈ B) comprises
an initial state for each b ∈ B,
• for each state Sn (except the final one if the sequence is finite) the scheduler component
of CoreASM chooses a subset B ⊆ A of agents each of which makes a move in this state
such that altogether these moves result in Sn+1.
To determine subsets B ⊆ A of agents is the role of scheduling. CoreASM allows one to
make a non-deterministic choice or to select a maximal set or a set satisfying some priority
condition, etc.
2.3.4 Agent’s view of sequentially consistent ASM runs
Witnesses of sequentially consistent ASM runs allow one to reconstruct the original run of
each involved agent.
Proposition 1 From each witness of a sequentially consistent ASM run the original sequen-
tial run of each agent can be reconstructed.
Proof Let any witness S0, S1, . . . of a sequentially consistent run of agents a ∈ A with
program asm(a) be given. We reconstruct the original sequential run of a as the a-view
S0(a), S1(a), . . . of the witness by induction.
Let m0(a), m1(a), . . . be the sequence of moves a makes in the witness. Let Sn(a) =
Si ↓ a for the witness state Si where a makes its move mn(a). Then Si →mn(a) Si+1 with
Si+1 ↓ a = S′n(a).
Let S j be the witness state where a makes its next move mn+1(a) (if any) where i +1 ≤ j
(in case a makes no move after mn(a) the a-view ends with Si+1 ↓ a). Let U be such that
Si+1 + U = S j (result of the witness segment Si+1, . . . , S j ), so that U is perceived by a as
effect of the ‘environment move’ between mn(a) and mn+1(a). Define Sn+1(a) as S j ↓ a .
2.3.5 Sequentially consistent versus distributed ASM runs
Distributed ASM runs yield sequentially consistent ASM runs for each finite initial run
segment.
Proposition 2 For each distributed ASM run (M,≤) and for each finite initial segment I
of ≤ holds:
Each linearization L of I yields a witness for the sequential consistency of the set of
L-subruns of all agents which make a move in L.
Here the L-subrun of agent a denotes the sequence of moves of a in L.
Proof Let L be any linearization of I—remember that I may be only partially ordered—and
A the set of the agents which make some move in L . The L-subruns of the agents in A
are well-defined finite executions by the constraint on finite history and the sequentiality of
agents in distributed ASM runs. By the coherence condition each single move m ∈ L is
an internal move (as defined in Sect. 2.3) of the agent (m) which executes it. Therefore the
moves in L generate a sequence States(L) = S0, S1, . . . Sk of states where each Si+1 is the
result of applying the i-th move in L to Si (0 ≤ i) and Sk = σ(I ).
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For each agent a which makes a move in L we can decompose States(L) by its L-subrun
m0(a), m1(a), . . . in the form
S0 → . . . Sn(a) →mn(a) S′n(a) → . . . → Sn+1(a) . . . → Sk
where Sn(a) is the state in States(L) where a makes its n-th move mn(a) in L (0 ≤ n).
Therefore, the sequence Mn,a of moves other agents make in L after the n-th move mn(a) of
a and before its next move mn+1(a) appears to a after its move mn(a) and before mn+1(a)
as the result of the n-th environment move mn(env(a)). Therefore, States(L) witnesses that
the set of L-subruns of all agents which make a move in L is sequentially consistent.
3 Concurrent ASM runs
As explained above, to compute and apply an update set in a state S is considered for
single-agent ASMs M as an atomic step forming S′ = S + (M, S). The success of the
ASM method with constructing easy-to-understand models to build and rigorously analyze
complex systems in a stepwise manner is to a great extent due to the freedom of abstraction
and refinement, which this atomicity concept provides for the modeler, in two respects:
ground model concern [17] to choose the degree of atomicity of basic update actions
such that they directly reflect the level of abstraction of the system to be modeled,
correct refinement concern [16] to refine this atomicity controllably by hierarchies of
more detailed models with finer grained atomic actions, leading from ground models to
executable code.
To preserve this freedom of abstraction also for modeling concurrent processes we try
to retain as much as possible the atomicity of steps of single process agents. But due to the
presence of other agents each agent may have to interact with asynchronously, one must
break the synchrony assumption. It turns out that it suffices to split reading and writing of
input/output and shared locations as follows:we allow each process to perform in a concurrent
run each of its internal steps at its own pace, assuming only that each internal step starts with
an atomic read phase and ends with an atomic write phase. Intuitively this means that
• the reading is viewed as locally recording the current values of the input and the shared
locations of the process,
• the writing is viewed as writing back new values for the output and the shared locations
of the process so that these values become visible to other processes in the run.
This can be achieved by stipulating that a step started (‘by reading’) in a state S j of a
concurrent run is completed (‘by writing back’) in some later, not necessarily the next state
Sn of the concurrent run (i.e. such that j ≤ n, thus permitting j < n). In fact, such a
constraint implies that when a single process M in a given state reads values from shared or
monitored locations, no simultaneous updates of these locations by other processes (possibly
overlapping with M’s reading) do influence the values read by M in that state. In this way
we satisfy Lamport’s read-cleanness requirement that even when reading and writing of a
location are overlapping, the reading provides a clear value, either taken before the writings
start or after they are terminated [38,41].
With treating reading resp. writing as atomic operations we deliberately abstract from
possibly overlapping reads/writes as they can occur in relaxed memory models; we view
describing such models as a matter of further detailing the atomic view at refined levels
of abstraction, essentially requiring to specify the underlying caching mechanisms used to
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access shared locations. For an example we refer to the ASM defined in [63] for the Location
Consistency Memory Model.
These considerations lead us to the following definition of concurrent runs of multi-agent
ASMs.
Definition 4 Let A be a set of pairs (a, asm(a)) of agents a ∈ A with sequential asm(a),
called a multi-agent ASM.
A concurrent run of A is a sequence S0, S1, . . . of states together with a sequence
A0, A1, . . . of subsets of A such that each state Sn+1 is obtained from Sn by applying to
it the updates computed by the agents a ∈ An each of which started its current (internal) step
by reading its input and shared locations in some preceding state S j depending on a. The run
terminates in state Sn if the updates computed by the agents in An are inconsistent.
The defining condition can be expressed by the following formula where Slast Read(a,n)
denotes the state in which a performed its reads of all monitored and shared locations it uses
for the current step (so that last Read(a, n) ≤ n):




We say that a starts its j-th step in state S j with j = last Read(a, n) and completes it in
state Sn . Remember that S + U is not defined if U is an inconsistent update set.
Remark The definition generalizes the definition in [20, Def. 2.4.22] of runs of basic ASMs
whose moves alternate with environment moves. It relaxes the Single Move Property of
sequentially consistent ASM runs since it requires to apply to Sn possiblymultiple update sets
 j instead of just one. It trades the read-freshness property for the read-cleanness property by
allowing that updates to a location made after an agent read this location may become visible
to this agent in the concurrent run only once the agent has completed the step which started
with this reading (and thus is based upon it). To determine subsets An of agents is the role
of scheduling and is the place where message passing algorithms, network communication
protocols etc. come in to define particular notions of concurrent system execution.
3.1 Agent’s view of sequentially concurrent ASM runs
For every concurrent ASM run with state sequence S0, S1, . . . and every participating agent
a one can define as follows the view of the state sequence by a, namely as sequence
SviewO f (a,0), SviewO f (a,1), . . .
of all states agent a can see in contributing to the run.
Let read Move(n, a) resp. wri teMove(n, a) be the number of the state in S0, S1, . . .
where a starts resp. completes its n-th step. Then
• SviewO f (a,0) = Sread Move(a,0) ↓ asm(a) is an initial state of a,
• SviewO f (a,n+1) = Swri teMove(n,a)+k ↓ asm(a) for some k > 0 such that
read Move(n + 1, a) = wri teMove(n, a) + k
k serves to determine the state where a decides to do its next read Move(n + 1, a). Thus
a dos not see any state strictly between SviewO f (a,n) and SviewO f (a,n+k) and nothing of any
concurrent state that does not belong to its local signature asm(a).
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3.2 Remark on atomicity of reads/writes
Some authors (see for example [53]) claim that states like the oneswe use to define concurrent
runs cannot exist. However, epistemologically there is a difference between ‘existence’ and
‘observability’. In a discrete system view one ‘observes’ (‘freezes’) the system at certain
moments in time such that each (atomic) location holds a well-defined value, therefore such
states have to be assumed to be observable. This is what our definition expresses in terms of
local state views, without need to refer to global states.
It is also often argued (e.g. in [53]) that it is unrealistic to assume the reading of a location
by one agent in a concurrent run never to interfere with the writing of the same location by
another agent. However, to reach the generality needed for a concurrent ASM thesis it seem
to be crucial that
• no specific assumption is made on the granularity of the read/write operations,
• the capability of ASMs to capture algorithmic computations at any level of abstraction
is preserved.
As for the granularity, with our semantics of concurrent ASM runs one can describe con-
current algorithms also at low abstraction levels with fine-grained access to shared locations
under an appropriate concurrency control. An example could be to model atom-by-atom
copy mechanisms to a) bring the content of shared locations to private ones, to b) continue
the computation by exclusively using the private locations, and to c) complete the step by
copying back new values to the shared locations. With our definition we try to guarantee for
concurrent algorithms the possibility to faithfully capture the behavioral effect of abstract,
complex, concurrently executed steps, in analogy to what has been achieved for sequentially
executed steps of sequential algorithms, leaving it to provably correct refinements to realise
such steps (typically by computation segments) at lower levels of abstraction (using in the
ASM refinement method [16] so-called (1, m)-refinements, for some segment length m). ‘At
the heart of the atomicity question is some notion of refinement.’ [4, pg. 37, 5]
Assuming that the reads and writes a process performs in a step on shared locations are
executed atomically reflects an abstract interpretation of the intuitive ‘interaction’ concept
in the Concurrency Postulate. One reviewer suggests to consider a more general interaction
notionwhere agentswhich simultaneously bring in different updates for a location are allowed
to negotiate the resulting values for such locations. We think that such cases are captured by
Definition 4: the negotiation can be specified by a separate negotiator ASM which steps in
when multiple agents present inconsistent location updates. Note also that in [12,13] (and
earlier papers cited there) some specific classes of ASMs with interprocess communication
facilities have been studied which lead to a thesis for corresponding classes of algorithms,
but the considered runs are not truly concurrent.
3.3 Remark on interleaving
Definition 4 generalizes Lamport’s sequential consistency concept because concurrent ASM
runs abstract from strict interleavings of single process executions. Obviously any parallel
(simultaneous) updates by several processes can be replaced by an interleaving of these
updates that is performed in any order with no process initiating a new step in between;
this typical sequential implementation of synchronous parallelism is easily made precise
and proved to be correct using the ASM refinement framework [16]. The reason why we
prefer to consider in Definition 4 compact runs where synchronous parallelism in single
steps allows us to avoid interleaving, is the following: the analysis of compact runs, due
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to the abstraction from semantically not needed sequentiality, is a) often simpler than the
direct analysis of corresponding interleaved runs and b) easily completed (where needed)
by a standard refinement argument to a finer-grained analysis of interleaved runs. This is a
general experience reflected in the ASM literature, that the abstraction from semantically not
needed sequentiality often simplifies both the design and the analysis of complex systems M
by first working with an abstract, compact ASMmodel M ′ and then refining this (usually by a
series of small steps) to the more detailed M . To mention at least one out of many non-trivial
examples we point to the analysis of Java and its implementation by the JVM in [62].
4 The Concurrent ASM thesis
As for the sequential ASM thesis proved by Gurevich [29], for the concurrent ASM coun-
terpart we have to prove two statements:
Theorem 1 Plausibility. Each concurrent ASM satisfies the Concurrency Postulate from
Sect. 1.
Characterization. Each concurrent process A = {(a, alg(a)) | a ∈ A} as stipulated by the
Concurrency Postulate in Sect. 1 can be simulated by a concurrent ASM M = {(a, Ma) |
a ∈ A} the such that sets of agents and their steps in concurrent runs are in a one-to-one
relation (also called lock-step simulation).
The first statement follows from the above described ASM interpretation of the intuitive
notions of interaction, single step and state in the Concurrency Postulate and from the def-
inition of concurrent ASM runs because sequential ASMs are a specific way to describe
algorithms for sequential processes.
Therefore it suffices to prove the characterization theorem. Since the process components
of a concurrent process are sequential, Gurevich’s postulates [29] for sequential algorithms
apply to them. We quote those postulates from [20, Ch. 7.2.1]:
Sequential Time Postulate. Each algorithm A = alg(a) is associated with
• a set S(A), the set of states of A,
• a subset I(A) ⊆ S(A), the set of initial states of A,
• a map τA : S(A) → S(A), the one-step transformation of A.
Abstract State Postulate. For each algorithm A = alg(a) holds:
• the states of A are algebraic first-order structures,
• all states of A have the same finite signature A,
• the one-step transformation τA does not change the base set of the state,
• S(A) and I(A) are closed under isomorphisms,
• If S, S′ ∈ S(A) and α is an isomorphism from S to S′, then α is also an isomorphism
from τA(S) to τA(S′).
Uniformly Bounded Exploration Postulate. There exists a finite set T—called bounded
exploration witness—of ground terms (i.e. without free variables) of A such that the next
computation step of the algorithm depends only on that part of the state which can be
accessed via terms in T . In other words, whenever two states S and S′ coincide over T ,
then (A, S) = (A, S′).
Here we use the  notation with the same meaning for ASMs and algorithms.
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Therefore we have to construct the rules for sequential ASMs Ma for each agent a ∈ A.
The signature for Ma , the states and initial states, the one-step transformation function τa ,
etc. are given by Gurevich’s postulates.
4.1 Observation
The construction of the rule for the sequential ASM in the proof of the sequential ASM thesis
in [29] does not depend on the entire run S0, S1, . . . , but only on the state pairs (Si , Si+1),
i.e. (S, τ (S)).
We exploit this observation for the concurrent runs defined by A.
So, let S0, S1, . . . be the state sequence and Ag0, Ag1, . . . the sequence of sets of agents
of any concurrent A-run. Consider any state Si+1 in this run. Then (by the Concurrency
Postulate) we have for some index last Read(a, i) ≤ i for each a ∈ Agi :
Si+1 = Si + ⋃a∈Agi (alg(a), Slast Read(a,i) ↓ alg(a))
That is, the update set defining the change from state Si to its successor state Si+1 in
the concurrent run is a finite union of update sets (alg(a j ), Si j ↓ alg(a j )) where i j =
last Read(a, i). For each agent a j ∈ Agi participating with a non-empty update set there
exists a well-defined previous state Si j whose (possibly including monitored and shared)
location values alg(a j ) determine its update set. The restriction of this state to the signature
 j of alg(a j ) is a valid state for the sequential algorithm alg(a j ), and the determined update
set is the unique update set defining the transition from this state Si j ↓  j to its next state
via τa (see Lemma 5.1 in [29, p.89]).
Let Ra be the set of all pairs (Sa,(Sa)) of states with their computed update sets where
a makes a move in a concurrent A-run, i.e. such that
• Sa is a state of alg(a) and(Sa) is the unique, consistent update set computed by alg(a)
for the transition from Sa to τa(Sa),
• Sa = Si j ↓ alg(a) for some state Si j in some non-terminated run of A, in which alg(a)
computes an update set that contributes to the definition of a later state in the same run.
We will show the following lemma:
Lemma 1 For each agent a ∈ A there exists an ASM rule ra such that for all (Sa,(Sa)) ∈
Ra we get (Sa) = (ra, Sa), i.e. the updates the rule ra yields in state Sa are exactly the
updates in (Sa) determined by alg(a).
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in “Appendix 1”. If we define ra to be the rule of the
sequential ASM Ma , we immediately obtain
Si+1 = Si + ⋃a∈Agi (ra, Slast Read(a,i) ↓ Ma )
So any given concurrent A-run S0, S1, . . . together with Ag0, Ag1, . . . is indeed a con-
current M-run of the concurrent ASM M = {(a, Ma) | a ∈ A}. This proves Theorem 1.
Remark Note that Theorem 1 remains valid if one of the agents a ∈ A is not given by
an algorithm but as environment. The environment may behave in a non-deterministic way.
Though it may participate in the transition from state Sn to Sn+1 by means of an update set
, this set may not depend on any previous state or the dependence may not be functional,
e.g. in the case of providing sensor values. In such cases there is no point to look for an ASM
to describe the environment.
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5 Conclusion
Weproposed a semantics for concurrentASMsby concurrent ASM runs,which overcomes the
problems related to Gurevich’s definition of distributed ASM runs. Our definition preserves
the characteristic property of ASMs to compute update sets in some state and to apply them
to determine a new state. The main difference to sequential ASMs is that the new state is
some next state, but not necessarily the next one in the concurrent run, and furthermore
that the new state may be the result of finitely many agents bringing in each one its update
set computed in some earlier state (depending on the agent). For reasons of simplicity of
exposition we restricted our attention to sequential ASMs. However, exploiting further the
observation stated in Sect. 4 our definition and the sequential as well as the concurrent ASM
thesis work also with basic ASMs (whose moves alternate with environment moves [20,
Def. 2.4.22]) and with parallel ASMs (see [7,11]) for which a conjecture of the second
author in [59]—namely that for alg(a) to capture unbounded parallelism, only the bounded
exploration witness T has to be changed to a finite set of list comprehension terms—could
recently be proven and is available in [22] leading to a parallel ASM thesis).
It seems that the concepts of concurrent runs in other well-known approaches to concur-
rency we know about satisfy the Concurrency Postulate and can be expressed by concurrent
ASM runs, thus experimentally confirming the Concurrent ASM Thesis. A detailed compar-
ative analysis must be left to future work. In the Appendix we sketch however the comparison
of concurrent ASMs with two outstanding examples, namely Lamport’s space-time view of
distributed systems (“Appendix 2”) and Petri nets (“Appendix 3”). We would appreciate if
readers who have reasons to disagree with our expectation let us know their arguments.
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Appendix 1: Proof of Lemma 1
For the proof of Lemma 1 we strengthen the reasoning in the proof of the sequential ASM-
thesis in [29] by exploiting that the correspondence between the updates of the given algorithm
and those of the to-be-provided ASM rule holds for every state, including those which in an
isolated sequential run of agent a are unreachable but may become reachable when a runs
together with other agents. The proof in [29] did not need to consider this case, given that
only sequential one-agent runs had to be considered.
Let a ∈ A be an agent and let T denote a bounded exploration witness of alg(a). We can
assume without loss of generality that T is closed under subterms. We call each term t ∈ T
a critical term. If S is a state of alg(a), then let CV = {valS(t) | t ∈ T } be the set of critical
values in state S.
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Lemma 2 Let ( f (a1, . . . , an), a0) ∈ (S) be an update of alg(a) in state S. Then each ai
(i = 0, . . . , n) is a critical value in S.
Proof We adapt the reasoning of Lemma 6.2 in [29, p. 91]. The proof is indirect. Assume
ai /∈ CV . Create a new structure S′ by swapping ai with a fresh value b not appearing in S,
so S′ is a state of alg(a). As ai is not critical, we must have valS(t) = valS′(t) for all t ∈ T .
According to the bounded exploration postulate we obtain (S) = (S′) for the update sets
produced by alg(a) in states S and S′. This gives ( f (a1, . . . , an), a0) ∈ (S′) contradicting
the fact that ai does not occur in S′ and thus cannot occur in the update set created in this
state. unionsq
The immediate consequence of Lemma 2 is that there exists an ASM rule rS such that
(rS, S) = (S) holds. Furthermore, rS only involves critical terms in T . Obviously, the
update ( f (a1, . . . , an), a0) ∈ (S) is yielded by a rule f (t1, . . . , tn) := t0 with ti ∈ T
and valS(ti ) = ai . So, for each update u ∈ (S) we obtain such a rule ru (but alltogether
only finitely many given the finiteness of T ), so rS = par ru1 . . . ru endpar for (S) =
{u1, . . . , u}.
The following lemma states that this result for rS does not only apply to the single state
S.
Lemma 3 The following properties hold for the rule rS:
• If S′ is a state, such that S and S′ coincide on T , then (rS, S′) = (S′).
• If S1, S2 are isomorphic states such that (rS, S1) = (S1) holds, then also (rS, S2) =
(S2) holds. unionsq
These properties are proven in Lemmata 6.7 and 6.8 in [29, p. 93]—we do not repeat the
easy proofs here.
The crucial step in the proof of the sequential ASM thesis (and also here) involves the
notion of T -similarity [29, p. 93].
Definition 5 Each state S defines an equivalence relation ∼S on T : t1 ∼S t2 ⇔ valS(t1) =
valS(t2). We call states S1, S2 T -similar iff ∼S1=∼S2 holds.
Lemma 4 If state S′ is T -similar to S, then (rS, S′) = (S′) holds.
Proof We adapt the proof of Lemma 6.9 in [29, p. 93]. Consider a state S′′ isomorphic to S′,
in which each value that appears also in S is replaced by a fresh one. S′′ is disjoint from S
and by construction T -similar to S′, hence also T -similar to S.
Thus, according to the second statement in Lemma 3 without loss of generality we can
assume that S and S′ are disjoint. Define a structure S∗ isomorphic to S′ by replacing valS′(t)
by valS(t) for all t ∈ T . As S and S′ are T -similar, valS(t1) = valS(t2) ⇔ valS′(t1) =
valS′(t2) holds for all critical terms t1, t2, so the definition of S∗ is consistent. Now S and S∗
coincide on T , so by the first statement of Lemma 3 we obtain the desired result. unionsq
Now we can complete the proof of Lemma 1. As T is finite, there are only finitely many
partitions of T and hence only finitely many T -similarity classes [Si ]T (i = 0, . . . , k). For
each such class define a formula ϕi such that valS(ϕi ) = true ⇔ S ∈ [Si ]T holds. Then
define the rule ra as follows:
par IF ϕ1 THEN rS1 ENDIF …IF ϕk THEN rSk ENDIF endpar
Due to Lemma 4 we have (ra, S) = (S) for all T -similar states S, which completes
our proof of Lemma 1.
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Appendix 2: Lamport’s space-time view of distributed systems
The space-time view of distributed systems Lamport defined in [39] provides information
one can derive from local observations of the runs of the sequential processes which compose
a distributed system. This corresponds to the local view of single agents which constitute a
concurrent ASM. The partitioning of the systems’ actions by time slicing [61, Ch. 8.3] allows
one to define a sequence of global states in the space-time view which illustrates the states
in concurrent ASM runs as defined in Sect. 3. In [39] Lamport exemplifies his definitions by
equipping each independent process component with a Mutual Exclusion protocol. We show
that the resulting distributed system L M E can be viewed in a natural way as a concurrent
ASM.
Each of the component processes Pi of L M E is equipped with its own program (read: a
sequential ASM) plus with rules of the Mutual Exlusion protocol (which too can easily be
formulated as sequential ASM rules). In each run of L M E one can observe for each Pi a
sequence of interaction states Si, j resulting from the j th interaction step of Pi in the run—
either to Send or to Receive a message—where Si,0 is an initial state of Pi . By definition the
Pi -computation segment ]Si, j , . . . , Si, j+1[ resulting from Pi -steps after the j th and before
the j+1th interaction step is obtained by only internal (non-interaction) steps of Pi . Therefore
we can view the segment
]Si, j , . . . , Si, j+1]
(excluding Si, j and including Si, j+1) as result of one atomic step of say P ′i which leads from
Si, j to Si, j+1; formally P ′i can be defined as the iteration of Pi until the next interaction step
included (what is called a turbo ASM in [20, Ch. 4.1]). One reviewer pointed out that proving
the soundness of this abstraction step is related to the method proposed in [43].
This view allows us to define the sequence of concurrent states resulting from the nth
interaction step of the component processes Pi as follows:





In Sn each process Pi starts its next local computation segment by reading the data it
received from other component processes; when eventually Pi Sends or Receives a message
to/from another component process, it gets involved in the next interaction round which
yields Sn+1. Two remarks have to be made here.
• The update sets (P ′i , Si,n) are sets of what in the ASM framework are called partial
updates (see below), here with respect to the communication medium. In fact multiple
processes may simultaneously Send a message to a receiver (e.g. by inserting it into its
mailbox) and the receiver may simultaneously Receive such amessage (e.g. by deleting it
from the mailbox and recording it locally). Thus partial updates handle in particular what
Lamport called ‘a notational nuisance’ [39, pg. 561] that is related to the constraint that
Sending amessage happens before Receiving it. There are no other potentially conflicting
updates given that the only shared location in this example is the communicationmedium.
• The definition of the sequence (Sn)n exploits that Lamport’s protocol ‘requires the active
participation of all the processes’ [39, pg. 562] and corresponds to Fig. 2 in op.cit. where
the clock line n connects the nth interaction steps of all processes Pi . Other views are
possible to form concurrent runs, for example to consider in state Sn only those processes
whose next interaction step happens not later than within a given time interval, or before
a specific action, or to consider only singleton sets of one interaction step by one agent,
etc.
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A similar analysis can bemade for the notion of distributed business processes in the Subject-
Oriented Business Process Modeling framework [18,23] where one finds an analogous
separation of internal and communication steps of interacting agents (called there subjects).
Appendix 3: Petri net runs are special ASM runs
As analyzed already in [20, pg. 297] Petri nets are a specific class of multi-agent ASMswith a
particular notion of state and various concepts of run (also called behavior). In fact each Petri
net P can be defined as a multi-agent ASM where each agent has exactly one transition t of
P as its rule, say P(t); the agent checks whether its transition is Enabled and in case may
decide to Fire it (or do nothing, a Skip move we disregard here to simplify the exposition).
Thus the rule P(t) is a sequential ASM of form
if Enabled(t) then Fire(t).
The usual understanding one finds in the literature for the state of a traditional Petri net is
that of a marking of all its places by tokens, whether ordinary or coloured ones [6,37,50].1
Thus Fire(t) yields a set of updates of the locations (marking, p) for the pre/post-places p
of t ; in the ASM framework locations are defined as pairs ( f, a) of a function name and an
argument, updates as pairs (loc, val) of locations and values. If Enabled(t), Fire(t) yields
updates of the form
((marking, p), newV alt (marking(p))).
They are used for writing new values to marking(p) via assignments
marking(p) := newV alt (marking(p))
where the function newV alt describes how t , if fired alone, at its pre/postplaces adds and/or
deletes tokens or (in the case of coloured tokens) changes token values; see the explanation
below that this cumulative effect described by newV alt is an instance of multiple partial
updates to structured data. Mutatis mutandis this holds also for the generalization of Petri
nets to predicate/transition nets where transitions modify not only a marking function but
the characteristic functions ξQ of predicates Q that are associated to places [24].
For Petri nets the most commonly used concepts of run (among others) are the following
three:
• Petri net runs where each move is the application of a single transition Fire(t). They
describe the standard interleaving semantics of Petri nets. Such runs are linear orders
of executions of single T ransi tions of a Petri net P , i.e. internal runs of the following
sequential ASM:
InterleavedExec(P) =
choose t ∈ T ransi tion(P) with Enabled(t)
Fire(t)
• Petri net runs where each move consists in the simultaneous application of possibly
multiple but independently fireable (conflict-free) transitions. They describe the lockstep
1 We note in passing that by its definition this is a global notion of state, including for each transition its
relevant token information. The marking functions are termed this way in the Petri net literature (see for
example [6, Sect. 5.2.1]) although each transition sees only the local state part marking(p) for its pre- and
postplaces p.
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behavior of Petri nets. Such runs are linear orders of groups of simultaneously executable
independent transitions of P , i.e. internal runs of the following basic ASM (where syn-
chronous parallelism is the default case and includes also the use of the universal quantifier
forall). Let I ndependentT ransi tion(P) be the set of all sets of conflict-free P-
transitions, to be dynamically computed in every state of P; in the ASM framework such
locations are called derived locations. One could require I ndependentT ransi tion(P)
to contain only maximal sets.
LockStepExec(P) =
choose T ∈ I ndependentT ransi tion(P)
forall t ∈ T with Enabled(t)
Fire(t)
• Petri net partial order (also called distributed) runs where moves (transition occurrences)
are partially ordered by what is called their ‘causal dependency’ (read: token-flow order,
a special form of sequential control flow characteristic for Petri nets). For such runs
moves that are not ordered by token flow represent transitions that are called to ‘occur
concurrently’ to stress that their execution is not forced to be simultaneous (in lock-step)
but may happen in any order (including overlapping executions).
Such runs represent a special case of families of concurrent ASM runs. In fact, when an
agent a fires its Petri net transition t the underlying read and write operations a performs to
execute t are not only atomic, but happen both in one and the same state in which a starts
and completes this step; this is the special case S j = Sn in Definition 4.
If in a distributed Petri net run conflicts among different enabled transitions occur, due
to shared to-be-consumed resources, they yield what in the ASM framework are called
inconsistent (whether total or partial) updates.
For an example of inconsistent total updates consider the MutualExclusion program
in Sect. 2.1: if in a state where owner(resource) = none two different agents a, a′ try to
simultaneously execute the Grab rule, that would yield the update set
{((owner R, resource), a), ((owner, resource), a′)}.
This update set represents the attempt to atomically write to owner(resource) the two
different values a and a′, which is impossible so that the update set cannot be applied and is
declared as inconsistent.
Given that a preplace p of a Petri net transition can also be a postplace of the same or
another transition, this or these transitions may at the same time remove and insert tokens
at p. As a consequence such updates are what in the ASM framework are called cumulative
updates, a special vector addition [54] kind of partial updates [32,56]with their characteristic
notion of inconsistency (conflict). Simultaneous removal of m resp. m′ and insertion of n
resp. n′ tokens at place p by agents with two Enabled transitions t resp. t ′ corresponds to
the set
{((marking, p), marking(p) − m), ((marking, p), marking(p) + n)}
∪ {((marking, p), marking(p) − m′), ((marking, p), marking(p) + n′)}
of partial updates to the same location (marking, p); their cumulative effect required by the
semantics of Petri nets results in the atomic write operation
marking(p) := marking(p) − (m + m′) + (n + n′).
It is declared by the semantics of Petri nets to be inconsistent if marking(p) < m + m′. In
fact it has been known for almost half a century that traditional Petri nets are semantically
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equivalent to factor replacement systems (see [14, pg. 40]) and their geometrical interpretation
as vector addition systems, which were introduced by Karp and Miller [54] for the study of
decision problems of parallel program schemata, not for the purpose of modeling concurrent
systems that come with complex interactions via structured data.
In the literature the intended use of Petri net transitions is suggested by speaking about
access/consumption conflicts instead of read/write conflicts. However this does not change
the mathematical nature of such shared memory location conflicts. Mathematically speaking
the shared locations of (the agent which executes) P(t)—where read/write conflicts with
other transitions P(t ′) may occur—are the following ones: (a) all preplaces of t which are
also preplace or postplace of some other transition P(t ′) of P and (b) all postplaces of t
which are also preplace or postplace of some other transition P(t ′) of P .
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